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This unique synthesizer has its own uncompromising character that produces the most distinctive of sounds. From the deepest low end, Massive is capable of the creamiest, punchiest basses to give your tracks a solid foundation. Razor-sharp leads that cut through the mix, even with grit and dirt piled high, set Massive apart among analog style soft synths. And just beneath the surface, Massive's
overwhelming array of wavetable oscillators, versatile modulation options and bountiful filter and effects sections offer a sonic spectrum as broad as it is inspiring. Extremely accessible, unbeatable value and a rich, tweakable sound palette, Massive is the ultimate companion in your quest to achieve a unique mix. With the audiovisual accompaniment of its unparalleled preset management and a
massive new build out, Massive 1.5.1 is an outstanding value for any producer looking to expand their sound palette and achieve exciting new sonic results. The ultimate analog style soft synth with uncompromising character, Massive was developed by top artists for pros and beginners alike. However, its unmistakable quality of sound transcends musical genres, so this synth has rapidly become

a favorite with producers of electronic, house, pop, techno and more. The groove is locked, the hips are high, the head is banging and the crowd is chanting. Youve captured a massive crowd, and there is nothing more you need to do to achieve this other than click a button. You can modify the groove however you like. Increase tempo and youll get thrasher guitar. Go more experimental and
youll get orchestral samples, organs or even a choir. Massive software is easy to use, but if you need to go even further, create your own presets with the Massive Presets Editor, or get the Massive Presets Pocket Edition (free).
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